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Ralph Nader has recently announced another try for the presidency. Throughout the

country, committed Democrats are most likely warning their friends against voting for him,

citing worries about “splitting the vote” away from the eventual Democratic candidate.

They are probably not wondering why our voting system functions to make several similar

candidates a problem.

Voting theory studies how we can go about turning 300 million candidate orderings

into one ordering of candidates, with the top one receiving the presidency. Any system

for transforming many rankings of candidates — or of any other sort of option — into one

societal ranking of candidates is known as a voting system. Several traits of such a mechanism

are desirable.

The issue with Nader suggests one trait: removing Nader should not change whether Gore

is preferred to Bush, or Bush to Gore. Known as the independence of irrelevant alternatives

(IIA), this asserts that if the voting system shows the populace prefers one candidate, Gore,

to another, Bush, adding a third candidate to the mix should not cause the voting system

to suddenly show Bush as more popular than Gore.
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It also seems reasonable to assert that supporting a candidate should not hurt them. If

the voting system shows Gore as superior to Bush, a citizen changing her mind to support

Gore instead of Bush should not result in Bush being shown as favored over Gore. Who

could possibly drop this important property, known as monotonicity?

Third, every candidate should have a shot at winning. Under the voting system there

must be some collection of preference orders that would create any given societal preference

order. Sure, Nader winning an election is incredibly unlikely — perhaps requiring that

hardcore Republicans somehow join with Democrats in supporting him — but, unlikely

though the circumstances may be, they must exist. The designer of the voting system does

not get to pick the candidates — the citizens do. Voting theorists call this requirement

citizen sovereignty.

Fourth, a voting system cannot be a dictatorship. What does this mean? The voting

system cannot simply designate some member of the electorate as the “dictator” and simply

use his preferences as the societal preference order.

The final desirable trait is known as unrestricted domain. Given any collection of prefer-

ence orders, the voting system must produce a societal preference order. Moreover, give the

same collection of preference orders several times, the voting system better be consistent —

there can be no guesswork or randomness involved in the system.

So how does the standard domestic system of voting work? Voters rank their candidates,

and then majority voting ranks candidates by number of first choice votes. (One might claim

that presidential elections differ because of the electoral college system. From the perspective

of voting theory, though, presidential elections are probably best thought of as two rounds
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— first, each state holds separate elections for slates of electors; next, the electors meet and

vote in a second election. In principle, each round could use a different voting system, or

even use a different system for each state’s elections.) The system works decently well, but

occasionally the results have been controversial. The 2000 presidential election showed this:

many Democrats complained that Ralph Nader was “stealing” votes from Al Gore. (They

also complained that the electoral college was unfair, and that Gore should have won since

he won the national popular vote. This is a different quirk, unrelated to voting theory.)

Voters 1st choice 2nd 3rd

47 Gore Nader Bush

5 Nader Gore Bush

48 Bush Gore Nader

(a) With Nader

Voters 1st choice 2nd

52 Gore Bush

48 Bush Gore

(b) Without Nader

Table 1: Rough distribution of possible

preferences from the 2000 election.

The possibility of one candidate “stealing”

votes from another candidate may seem unde-

sirable, and in fact it is this possibility that the

independence of irrelevant alternatives seeks to

avoid. As a demonstration of IIA’s failure with

majority voting, consider the preferences shown

in Table 1a. Under majority voting, Bush wins

by a decent margin — 49–45 against Gore. If

IIA holds, removing Nader should not cause

that to change. Unfortunately, as shown in Ta-

ble 1b, Gore ends up winning 52–48. Clearly,

majority voting does not satisfy IIA.

Actually, it also fails to satisfy a looser re-

quirement, the independence of clones criterion:

creating a second candidate (a “clone”) identical to Gore will cause the Gores to place far
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lower than they had. As a result, majority voting is known as a clone negative voting method,

since clones (and similar candidates in general) tend to hurt each other. As a result, third

parties have a great deal of trouble: since they are small, they cannot win enough votes

to triumph, and they cannot slowly build support, since while they do so they hurt the

candidates who are most similar to them — presumably the ones they (and their potential

voters) would most like to see win, if they cannot themselves win.

So, majority voting seems undesirable. What are the alternatives? One, known as Borda

count, takes into account the entire ranking of each voter. In particular, Borda works by

granting “points,” with more points going to candidates ranked higher by voters. The

candidate with the most points will win. Generally speaking, the lowest-ranked candidate

receives one point, the next lowest two points, and so on until a voter’s favorite candidate

will receive as many points as there are candidates. Perhaps this satisfies our requirements?

It certainly fits monotonicity — ranking a candidate higher gives them more points, and

more points can only help. We have citizen sovereignty — if everyone votes the same way,

that will also be the order Borda count produces. It is not a dictatorship, and it is entirely

deterministic (as long as we accept ties).

We have already seen that IIA fails in majority voting — does Borda count do any better?

Well, using the 2000 presidential election as an example again, with the data from Table 1a,

Gore gets 47× 3 + 5× 2 + 48× 2 = 247 points, Nader garners 47× 2 + 5× 3 + 48× 1 = 157,

and Bush gets 47× 1 + 5× 1 + 48× 3 = 196. What about trying again without Nader, as in

Table 1b? Then Gore gets 52× 2 + 48× 1 = 152, while Bush snags 48× 2 + 52× 1 = 148.

Good news, then — Nader does not seem to have “split” the vote.
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Actually, if anything, he seems to have concentrated the vote. . .

Voters 1st choice 2nd 3rd

45 Kerry Nader Bush

4 Nader Kerry Bush

51 Bush Kerry Nader

(a) With Nader

Voters 1st choice 2nd

49 Kerry Bush

51 Bush Kerry

(b) Without Nader

Table 2: Rough distribution of possible

preferences from the 2004 election.

What if we try a something else? What

about the 2004 election, when Bush won the

popular vote? Under Borda count, would Nader

have helped concentrate the vote enough to

let Kerry win? The numbers I’ll be using are

in Table 2. With Nader, Kerry loses badly

according to majority (assuming that voters,

if they ignored any spoiler effect, would have

voted more in favor of Nader than they ac-

tually did), and without Nader he just barely

loses. Under Borda count, though, Kerry re-

ceives 45 × 3 + 4 × 2 + 51 × 2 = 245 points,

Nader wins 45× 2 + 4× 3 + 51× 1 = 153, and

Bush snags 45 × 1 + 4 × 1 + 51 × 3 = 202. In-

teresting. . . With Borda count, Kerry triumphs with a fairly large margin. Without Nader,

of course, Kerry would have received only 49 × 2 + 51 × 1 = 149 points against Bush’s

49× 1 + 51× 2 = 151 points. As this example with two similar candidates suggests, Borda

count is clone positive — running identical candidates is beneficial. Adding Nader pushed

Bush down, so that for each of the 45 of voters who preferred Kerry to Nader to Bush, Kerry

gained two points on Bush, instead of only one point. Meanwhile, since Nader was viewed

as worse than Kerry for each Bush voter, Kerry still only lost one point compared to Bush

for each of those voters. As a result, Kerry gained a commanding lead. So much for trying
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to eliminate the spoiler effect — we seem to have over-corrected.

Since independence of irrelevant alternatives has to do with whether or not a voting

system gives a different result upon removing a candidate, why don’t we use a voting system

with the removal of candidates as a key component?

One system that does this is known as instant runoff voting. Voters elect the members of

the Australian House of Representatives and the President of Ireland using Instant Runoff

Voting. London uses a variant to elect its mayor, and Cambridge, Massachusetts uses a

different variant to elect members of the school board and city council.

Instant runoff voting aims to simulate runoff elections without actually requiring that

voters come to the polls several times. As a result, determining the community ranking

using instant runoff voting takes voting administrators several stages. In each stage, they

eliminate the candidate with the lowest first place vote total, and then promote the lower

choices for each ballot with that candidate in first place. These stages are repeated until

eventually only one candidate remains.

Round Gore Nader Bush Eliminated

1 45 6 49 Nader (6 votes transfer to Gore)

2 51 n/a 49 Bush, victory to Gore

Table 3: IRV applied to the 2000 election. Gore wins.

What about the

desirable criteria? Clearly

IRV satisfies citizen

sovereignty, avoids a

dictatorship, and (as-

suming that ties are

broken deterministically, by looking at second choices, for example) has an unrestricted

domain. Using our classic example of Gore vs. Nader vs. Bush, with the data in Table 1a,

we discover that Gore wins, as shown in Table 3. Once again the “vote-splitting” on Nader’s
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Voters 1st choice 2nd 3rd
39 Obama Edwards Clinton
35 Clinton Edwards Obama
26 Edwards Obama Clinton

(a) Original rankings

Voters 1st choice 2nd 3rd
39 Obama Edwards Clinton
35 Edwards Clinton Obama
26 Edwards Obama Clinton

(b) Clinton loses popularity to Edwards

Voters 1st choice 2nd 3rd
49 Obama Edwards Clinton
10 Obama Clinton Edwards
25 Clinton Edwards Obama
26 Edwards Obama Clinton

(c) Clinton loses popularity to Obama

Table 4: Example data regarding the 2008 Democratic primary.

part does not happen.

Unfortunately, IRV also fails to satisfy IIA. Consider the highly fictionalized variant of

the Democratic primaries that appears in Table 4. Originally, as shown in (a), Obama and

Clinton are close, with Edwards behind them. In the first round of IRV, Edwards gets

eliminated, transferring his votes to Obama. In the second round, Clinton gets eliminated,

causing Obama to win. Imagine that for some reason Clinton somehow dropped below

Edwards — perhaps Obama suddenly decided to run a successful negative campaign ad-

vertisement, causing Clinton to plummet (table (b)). Upon applying IRV, Clinton has no

first place votes, so she drops out. Now Edwards has 61 votes to Obama’s 39, so Edwards

wins the election. Clinton moved down compared to Edwards, but that should not change

Obama’s rank in comparison to Edwards, which should have been independent. So much

for getting IIA. . . What about our old backup to IIA, the independence of clones criterion?

It turns out that IRV does satisfy that one, so while strange results can happen, at least

adding identical candidates will not change anything.

Unfortunately, IRV also fails to satisfy monotonicity. Again, we’ll be looking at the
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Democratic primaries in Table 4. Our initial conditions remain as before — Obama wins,

with Edwards dropping out in the first round. However, now assume Obama makes an

unusually rousing speech about the importance of hope versus experience. Ten Clinton

supporters move Obama all the way up from last place. Now we can run through another

election. Clinton now gets eliminated in the first round, as Edwards’ 26 votes beat Clinton’s

25 first choice votes. She transfers her votes to Edwards, and he wins in the second round,

51–49. Obama’s rousing speech caused him to lose. Originally, Clinton’s presence in round

two kept a bunch of second place votes for Edwards sequestered. When Obama fatally

weakened her, those votes began to matter, and were enough to let Edwards beat Obama.

IRV apparently fails two of our criteria.

At this point you may be wondering if all those requirements can be satisfied at once.

According to Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem, probably the most famous theorem in voting

theory, the “reasonable” requirements given long ago are mutually exclusive.

As a result, when picking a voting system, you cannot simply check a couple of simple

requirements and toss out any system that does not meet them. If you do that, you’ll end up

concluding every voting system is unsatisfactory. Instead, you should be thinking carefully

about what you require. Perhaps you think that the assumptions of Table 4 are unrealistic

and are not worried about the failure of IRV to satisfy monotonicity, but are concerned

with the vote-splitting effects of majority or the vote-aggregating effects of Borda count.

On the other hand, maybe you like the idea that concerns of vote-splitting could keep the

candidate list small, but are desperately afraid of the unpredictability of a failure to satisfy

monotonicity. In that case, sticking with majority might be a good idea.

Also, if you are in charge of picking the voting method for a putatively democratic
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organization, you could exercise quite a bit of control over the outcome of votes. In the

2008 Democratic primary as shown in Table 4c, the choice of majority versus instant runoff

voting could determine whether Obama wins or Edwards. In the 2000 presidential elections

as shown in Table 1, picking majority would let Bush win, while instant runoff voting or

Borda count would give the win to Gore. In the 2004 elections (Table 2) picking majority

or IRV would give Bush the win, but Borda count would again grant the presidency to the

Democrats.

Voting is not a simple thing, with majority voting as the only option. Many reasonable

alternatives exist, including Borda count and Instant Runoff Voting, with advantages and

disadvantages compared to majority voting. Proposals to change voting systems at the

organizational, local, state, or national levels may be worth considering.

Voting theory even predicts the lack of strong third parties in the United States. Ralph

Nader is known as a strong proponent of consumer rights, and yet who should a voter focused

only on consumer rights vote for? Probably not Nader, since while Nader might be the ideal

candidate, a vote for one of the major parties might actually impact the election in favor of

a pro-consumer government. Not only does majority voting keep voters from voting for a

third party, it would also create disincentives for party officials to form the party in the first

place, out of fear that splitting the vote might let their least favorite candidate win. The

lack of strong third parties in the United States is not a historical quirk: instead, the clone

negativity of majority voting prevents a third strong party.
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